Services and Qualifications Associated with Energy Company Bankruptcies

Spitfire has advised clients on the commercial impacts of bankruptcies in both Chapter 7 liquidations and Chapter 11 reorganizations. As a subject matter expert on energy industry contracting and commercial structuring, Spitfire can offer a forensic analysis of existing contracts and assets as well as working with the team to prepare and execute strategies for a work-out or other paths forward. This includes working with the entity moving to bankruptcy, advising the court appointed trustee or working with exiting or new lenders or potential new investors or asset buyers to ascertain values, identify remaining liability or considering mitigation plans for identified commercial or contractual risks.

With over 30 years of commercial and physical experience across the energy industry value chain Brad Williams leads Spitfire Advisors with strong interpersonal relationship building with written and verbal communication skills; empathy; the ability to multitask and the leadership to lead a team or to work independently. Brad can clearly assess business situations and communicate the facts.

Spitfire Advisors can be available on short notice to help provide critical services on a fast-track schedule where time may be critical to the ongoing process of evaluations and review. Spitfire is available to work on projects on an hourly as-needed, when-needed basis or on a fixed fee basis depending on the needs of the client and the scope of work.

Please learn more about Spitfire Energy Advisors at www.spitfireadvisors.com